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Explicit constructions of high-rate MDS array
codes with optimal repair bandwidth
Min Ye Alexander Barg
Abstract
Maximum distance separable (MDS) codes are optimal error-correcting codes in the sense that they provide the
maximum failure-tolerance for a given number of parity nodes. Suppose that an MDS code with k information nodes
and r “ n ´ k parity nodes is used to encode data in a distributed storage system. It is known that if h out of the
n nodes are inaccessible and d surviving (helper) nodes are used to recover the lost data, then we need to download
at least h{pd` h´ kq fraction of the data stored in each of the helper nodes (Dimakis et al., 2010 and Cadambe et
al., 2013). If this lower bound is achieved for the repair of any h erased nodes from any d helper nodes, we say that
the MDS code has the ph, dq-optimal repair property.
We study high-rate MDS array codes with the optimal repair property. Explicit constructions of such codes in
the literature are only available for the cases where there are at most 3 parity nodes, and these existing constructions
can only optimally repair a single node failure by accessing all the surviving nodes.
In this paper, given any r and n, we present two explicit constructions of MDS array codes with the ph, dq-optimal
repair property for all h ď r and k ď d ď n´ h simultaneously. Codes in the first family can be constructed over
any base field F as long as |F | ě sn, where s “ lcmp1, 2, . . . , rq. The encoding, decoding, repair of failed nodes,
and update procedures of these codes all have low complexity. Codes in the second family have the optimal access
property and can be constructed over any base field F as long as |F | ě n` 1. Moreover, both code families have
the optimal error resilience capability when repairing failed nodes. We also construct several other related families
of MDS codes with the optimal repair property.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed storage systems, such as those run by Google [1] and Facebook [2], are widely used for data storage,
with applications ranging from social networks to file and video sharing. Currently deployed systems are formed
of thousands of individual drives (nodes), and drive failures occur on a daily basis. For this reason, companies
utilizing or providing distributed storage solutions have increasingly turned to error-correcting coding for efficient
recovery of data stored in the system. The coding method of choice used for data protection relies on MDS codes
which provide the maximum failure tolerance for a given amount of storage overhead. The distributed nature of the
system introduces new challenges in the code design that are related to the need to communicate data between the
nodes during the repair of node failures. Efficient operation of the system requires minimizing the repair bandwidth,
i.e., the amount of data that needs to be downloaded to repair the contents of the failed node(s). Therefore, recent
research on MDS codes for distributed storage has focused on codes with minimum repair bandwidth.
In this paper, following the literature on codes for storage, we use the terminology motivated by storage
applications: code’s coordinates are called nodes, correcting erasures is referred to as repairing (or recovering)
failed nodes, and the process of obtaining the information stored at some other nodes in the codeword to repair the
failed node(s) is described as “downloading data from the helper nodes”. As usual in distributed storage applications,
we assume that an MDS code of length n formed of k information coordinates and r “ n´ k parity coordinates
is spread across n different nodes of the storage cluster. Each node of the cluster stores a coordinate of the code.
A. Notation and earlier results
Most studies of MDS codes with optimal repair bandwidth in the literature are concerned with a particular
subclass of codes known as MDS array codes [3]. An pn, k, lq MDS array code has k information nodes and
r “ n´ k parity nodes in each codeword with the property that any k out of n nodes can recover the codeword.
Every node is a column vector in F l, where F is some finite field, reflecting the fact that the system views a large
data block stored in one node as one coordinate of the codeword.
Suppose that h ě 1 nodes become unavailable, and the system attempts to repair their contents by accessing
d ď n ´ h surviving (helper) nodes. In this case, as shown in [4], [5], the recovery of failed nodes requires to
download at least an h{pd ` h´ kq fraction of the data stored in each of the helper nodes. More formally, given
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2an pn, k, lq MDS array code C and two disjoint subsets F,R Ď rns such that |F| ď r and |R| ě k, we define
NpC,F,Rq as the smallest number of symbols1 of F one needs to download from the surviving nodes tCi, i P Ru
in order to recover the erased nodes tCi, i P Fu. (We use the notation rns “ t1, 2, . . . , nu.) Dimakis et. al. [4]
showed that
NpC,F,Rq ě |F||R|l|F| ` |R| ´ k (1)
for any pn, k, lq MDS array code C and any two disjoint subsets F,R Ď rns such that |F| “ 1 and |R| ě k.
Cadambe et. al. [5] further proved that (1) holds for any two disjoint subsets F,R Ď rns such that |F| ď r and
|R| ě k. If (1) is achieved, we say that C can optimally repair nodes tCi, i P Fu using nodes tCi, i P Ru.
Given an pn, k, lq MDS array code C, we define the ph, dq-repair bandwidth of C as
max
F
Ş
R“H,|F|“h,|R|“d
NpC,F,Rq.
If the ph, dq-repair bandwidth of C is hdl
h`d´k , meeting the lower bound in (1), we say that C has ph, dq-optimal
repair property. We further say that the code has the d-optimal repair property if h “ 1, omitting the reference to
h, and say that the code has the optimal repair property if h “ 1 and d “ n´ 1.
In [6], [7], the authors considered the error resilience capability in the repair process of a single node failure.
We generalize this concept to the repair process of multiple node failures. Given an pn, k, lq MDS array code
C, a nonnegative integer t and two disjoint subsets F,R Ď rns such that |F| ď r and |R| ě k ` 2t, we define
NpC,F,R, tq as the smallest number of symbols of F one needs to download from nodes tCi, i P Ru such that
the erased nodes tCi, i P Fu can be recovered from these symbols as long as the number of erroneous nodes in
tCi, i P Ru is no larger than t. It is shown in [6], [7] that
NpC,F,R, tq ě |F||R|l|F| ` |R| ´ 2t´ k (2)
for any pn, k, lq MDS array code C, any nonnegative integer t and any two disjoint subsets F,R Ď rns such that
|F| “ 1 and |R| ě k ` 2t. The method in [6], [7] can be straightforwardly generalized to show that (2) also holds
for any F such that |F| ď r. We say that an pn, k, lq MDS array code C has the universally error-resilient (UER)
ph, dq-optimal repair property if
NpC,F,R, tq “ hpd` 2tql
h` d´ k
for any nonnegative integer t and any two disjoint subsets F,R Ď rns such that |F| “ h and |R| “ d ` 2t. As
above, when h “ 1, we omit it from the notation.
In general, the downloaded data in the repair process can be some functions, e.g. , linear combinations of the
data stored in the helper nodes. As a result, even for codes with optimal repair property, we might still need to
access a larger amount of data than the lower bounds in (1) and (2). We say that an pn, k, lq MDS array code C has
ph, dq-optimal access property if the repair of any h erased nodes using any d helper nodes can be accomplished by
accessing the amount of data that meets the lower bound in (1). We define the UER ph, dq-optimal access property
in a similar way.
For k ď pn ` 1q{2 (the low rate regime), MDS array codes with d-optimal repair property were constructed in
[8]–[12], and MDS array codes with the UER d-optimal repair property were constructed in [7]. For arbitrary code
rate, [5] proved that there exists a family of codes for which the bound (1) is asymptotically achieved when lÑ8.
For finite l and k ą pn ` 1q{2 (the high-rate regime) papers [13]–[17] showed that for large enough base field F
there exist MDS array codes that can optimally repair any single systematic node failure using all the surviving
nodes, and [18] showed the same for all rather than only systematic nodes.
Among the very recent additions to the literature, [19] showed existence of MDS array codes with d-optimal
repair property for any single value of d in the range k ď d ď n´ 1. Paper [20] showed existence of MDS array
codes that can optimally repair any single systematic node failure by accessing any subset of the surviving nodes
as long as the number of accessed nodes is no less than k. Finally [21] showed existence of MDS array codes
which can optimally repair any h systematic node failures using all the n´ h surviving nodes for any single value
of h in the range 1 ď h ď r (some special cases for h “ 2 and 3 are discussed in [22]). These papers essentially
rely on existential lemmas in large finite fields, e.g., the Schwartz-Zippel lemma or Combinatorial Nullstellensatz.
At the same time, all the known explicit constructions in the high-rate regime are obtained only for the case of at
most 3 parity nodes, and are further limited to repairing h “ 1 failed node by accessing all the n ´ 1 surviving
nodes; see [15]–[18], [23].
1these symbols can be some functions of the contents of the nodes tCi, i P Ru.
3B. Overview of the paper
In this paper, given any n and k, we present two explicit families of pn, k, lq MDS array codes. Codes in the
first family have the UER ph, dq-optimal repair property for all h ď r and k ď d ď n ´ h simultaneously, and
the encoding, decoding, repair and update procedures of these codes all have low complexity. Codes in the second
family have the UER ph, dq-optimal access property for all h ď r and k ď d ď n´ h simultaneously, and can be
constructed over any base field F as long as |F | ě n` 1.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections III-VI we present the first code family and its variants. Sections
VII-X are devoted to the second family and related results. Finally, in Sect. XI we present a new class of MDS
array codes with optimal repair and smaller l than the other constructions. In the next few paragraphs we give a
more detailed overview of our results.
In Section III, we present our first construction of pn, k, l “ rnq MDS array codes with the optimal repair
property using any field F of size |F | ě rn. The encoding, decoding, and repair of a single failed node involve
only simple operations with r ˆ r matrices over F , and thus have low complexity. An additional property of the
proposed codes is optimal update, i.e., the need to change only the minimum possible number of coordinates in
the parity nodes if one coordinate in systematic node is updated. In our construction we rely on a (non-systematic)
parity-check representation of the codes as opposed to the systematic generator form used in most earlier works. This
representation does not distinguish between systematic nodes and parity nodes, and leads naturally to the optimal
repair of all nodes. The parity-check form combined with the block Vandermonde structure [17] and the idea of using
r-ary expansions [13], [16] makes the explicit construction for larger number of parity nodes possible. Note that
exponentially large l is necessary for optimal repair bandwidth: Indeed, according to a result of [24], l ě 2
?
k{p2r´1q
is necessary for any code with the optimal repair property. It is further shown in [25] that l ě rpk´1q{r for any
code with the optimal access property.
In Section IV, we extend the construction of Section III to obtain pn, k, lq MDS array codes with the UER
d-optimal repair property for any positive integers n, k, d, l such that k ď d ă n, l “ pd` 1´ kqn using any field
F of size |F | ě pd` 1´ kqn. We first observe that we only need to know a 1{pd` 1´ kq fraction of data stored
in each of the surviving nodes Cj , j ‰ i in order to recover the erased node Ci. We then use a novel method to
prove that these data form an pn ´ 1, d, l{pd ` 1 ´ kqq MDS array code, and thus establish the UER d-optimal
repair property.
In Section V, we present another extension, constructing MDS codes with d-optimal repair property for several
values of d simultaneously. Moreover, we show that pn, k, rnq MDS array codes constructed in Section III will
automatically have the d-optimal repair property for all d such that pd` 1´ kq|pn´ kq. In Section VI we further
extend our construction to obtain pn, k, lq MDS array codes with the UER ph, dq-optimal repair property for all
h ď r and k ď d ď n´ h simultaneously, where l “ sn, s “ lcmp1, 2, . . . , rq. These codes also have the optimal
update property. Moreover, the encoding, decoding, and repair procedures only require operations with matrices of
size not greater than nˆ n.
In Section VII we develop the idea of using permutation matrices [13], [16] to obtain an explicit family of
pn, n´ r, rn´1q MDS array codes with the optimal access property, which can be constructed over any base field
F such that |F | ě n` 1. In Sections VIII-X, we combine the ideas in Section VII and in Sections IV-VI to obtain
an explicit family of pn, k, lq MDS array codes with the UER ph, dq-optimal access property for all h ď r and
k ď d ď n´ h simultaneously, where l “ sn, s “ lcmp1, 2, . . . , rq. These codes can be constructed over any base
field F as long as |F | ě n` 1.
In Section XI we introduce a new class of MDS array codes, Generalized Reed-Solomon Array Codes, and use
their properties to extend the construction of Section VII to obtain MDS array codes with the d-optimal repair
property for several values of d simultaneously. These codes also only require the underlying field size |F | ě n`1
as well as a smaller l compared to the other code families in this paper.
II. GENERAL CODE CONSTRUCTION
Let C P F ln be an pn, k, lq array code with nodes Ci P F l, i “ 1, . . . , n, where each Ci is a column vector.
Throughout this paper we consider codes defined in the following parity-check form:
C “ tpC1, C2, . . . , Cnq :
nÿ
i“1
At,iCi “ 0, t “ 1, . . . , ru, (3)
where At,i, t “ 1, . . . , r, i “ 1, . . . , n are l ˆ l matrices over F .
Given positive integers r and n, define an pn, k “ n´ r, lq array code C by setting in (3)
At,i “ At´1i , t P rrs, i P rns, (4)
4where A1, A2, . . . , An are some l ˆ l matrices. (We use the convention A0 “ I.) The specific code families in
Section III-XI are obtained by choosing different forms of the matrices A1, A2, . . . , An.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF MDS ARRAY CODES WITH OPTIMAL REPAIR PROPERTY
A. Code construction
Construction 1. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě rn, and let l “ rn. Let tλi,juiPrns,j“0,1,...,r´1 be rn distinct
elements in F. Consider the code family given by (3)-(4), where we take
Ai “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aieae
T
a , i “ 1, . . . , n.
Here tea : a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1u is the standard basis of F l over F, and ai is the i-th digit from the right in the
representation of a in the r-ary form, a “ pan, an´1, . . . , a1q.
Since the Ai, i “ 1, . . . , n are diagonal matrices, we can write out the parity-check equations (3) coordinatewise.
Let ci,a denote the a-th coordinate of the column vector Ci for all a “ 0, . . . , l´1, i.e., Ci “ pci,0, ci,1, . . . , ci,l´1qT .
We have
nÿ
i“1
λti,aici,a “ 0 (5)
for all t “ 0, . . . , r ´ 1 and a “ 0, . . . , l ´ 1.
Theorem III.1. Codes given by Construction 1 attain optimal repair bandwidth for repairing any single failed
node.
Proof: For u “ 0, 1, . . . , r´1, let api, uq :“ pan, . . . , ai`1, u, ai´1, . . . , a1q. We will show that for any i P rns
and a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1, the coordinates tci,api,0q, ci,api,1q, . . . , ci,api,r´1qu in Ci are functions of the following set
of n´ 1 elements of F :
µ
paq
j,i :“
r´1ÿ
u“0
cj,api,uq, j P rnsztiu. (6)
In other words, each surviving node only needs to transmit one scalar in F to recover r coordinates in the failed
node, so the optimal repair bandwidth is achieved. Replacing a with api, uq in (5), we obtain
λti,uci,api,uq `
ÿ
j‰i
λtj,aj cj,api,uq “ 0. (7)
Summing (7) over u “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1 and then writing the result in matrix form, we get
»
———–
1 1 . . . 1
λi,0 λi,1 . . . λi,r´1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1i,0 λ
r´1
i,1 . . . λ
r´1
i,r´1
fi
ffiffiffifl
»
———–
ci,api,0q
ci,api,1q
.
.
.
ci,api,r´1q
fi
ffiffiffifl “ ´
»
————–
ř
j‰i µ
paq
j,iř
j‰i λj,ajµ
paq
j,i
.
.
.ř
j‰i λ
r´1
j,aj
µ
paq
j,i
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
. (8)
By construction λi,0, . . . , λi,r´1 are distinct, so we can solve this system for tci,api,0q, ci,api,1q, . . . , ci,api,r´1qu given
the set of elements in (6).
The repair procedure of a single node has low complexity: indeed, according to (8), it can be accomplished by
operations with r ˆ r matrices (rather than much larger l ˆ l matrices).
Theorem III.2. The code C given by Construction 1 is MDS.
Proof: We write out the parity-check equations (3) coordinatewise. For all a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1, we have»
———–
1 1 . . . 1
λ1,a1 λ2,a2 . . . λn,an
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1
1,a1
λr´1
2,a2
. . . λr´1n,an
fi
ffiffiffifl
»
——–
c1,a
c2,a
.
.
.
cn,a
fi
ffiffifl “ 0 (9)
Clearly every r columns of the parity-check matrix in (9) have rank r, so any k out of n elements in the set
tc1,a, c2,a, . . . , cn,au can recover the whole set. Since this holds for all a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1, we conclude that any
k nodes of a codeword in C can recover the whole codeword.
5B. Complexity of encoding, decoding, and updates
The code given by Construction 1 can be efficiently transformed into systematic form. Without loss of generality
we assume that the first k nodes are systematic (information) nodes. By (9), for all a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1, we have
»
———–
1 1 . . . 1
λk`1,ak`1 λk`2,ak`2 . . . λk`r,ak`r
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1k`1,ak`1 λ
r´1
k`2,ak`2
. . . λr´1k`r,ak`r
fi
ffiffiffifl
»
——–
ck`1,a
ck`2,a
.
.
.
ck`r,a
fi
ffiffifl “ ´
»
———–
1 1 . . . 1
λ1,a1 λ2,a2 . . . λk,ak
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1
1,a1
λr´1
2,a2
. . . λr´1k,ak
fi
ffiffiffifl
»
——–
c1,a
c2,a
.
.
.
ck,a
fi
ffiffifl .
(10)
Consequently, in the encoding process we do not need to invert an rl ˆ rl matrix, instead, we only need to invert
rˆ r matrices l times, gaining a factor of l2 in complexity. Similarly, in the decoding process, if some r nodes are
erased, then in order to recover them, we only need to invert r ˆ r matrices l times.
Another useful parameter of codes is update complexity [3]. On account of the MDS property, in order to update
the value of a stored element ci,a in an information node, one needs to update at least one coordinate in every
parity node [25]. From (10) it is easy to see that for any i P rks and a “ 0, . . . , l´ 1, to update ci,a, we only need
to update ck`1,a, . . . , ck`r,a. Thus Construction 1 gives an optimal update code.
IV. EXPLICIT MDS ARRAY CODES WITH THE UER d-OPTIMAL REPAIR PROPERTY
The general construction in (3)-(4) can also be used to construct an pn, k “ n ´ r, lq MDS array code C with
the UER d-optimal repair property, k ď d ď n´ 1.
Construction 2. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě sn, where s “ d ` 1 ´ k. Let tλi,juiPrns,j“0,1,...,s´1 be sn
distinct elements in F. Consider the code family given by (3)-(4), where l “ sn and
Ai “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aieae
T
a , i “ 1, . . . , n.
Here tea : a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1u is the standard basis of F l over F and ai is the i-th digit from the right in the
representation of a in the s-ary form, a “ pan, an´1, . . . , a1q.
Define api, uq and ci,a in the same way as in Sect. III.
Theorem IV.1. The code C given by Construction 2 is an MDS code.
Proof: Same as the proof of Theorem III.2.
By the same arguments as in the previous section, C also has low-complexity encoding, decoding, and the optimal
update property.
Let us show that the code C has the UER d-optimal repair property. Recall the definition of Generalized Reed-
Solomon codes.
Definition IV.2. A Generalized Reed-Solomon code GRSpn, k,Ω, vq Ď Fn of dimension k over F with evaluation
points Ω “ tω1, ω2, . . . , ωnu Ď F is the set of vectors
tpv1fpω1q, . . . , vnfpωnqq P Fn : f P F rxs, deg f ď k ´ 1u
where v “ pv1, . . . , vnq P pF˚qn are some nonzero coefficients. If v “ p1, . . . , 1q, then the GRS code is called a
Reed-Solomon code.
Remark IV.3. The minimum distance of the code GRSpn, k,Ω, vq is n ´ k ` 1. Note that the projection of the
GRS code on any subset of coordinates Ω1 Ă Ω, |Ω1| ě k, is itself a GRS code. In particular, its distance equals
|Ω1| ´ k ` 1.
Theorem IV.4. The code C given by Construction 2 has the UER d-optimal repair property.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we consider the case of repairing C1. Let
µ
paq
j,1 :“
s´1ÿ
u“0
cj,ap1,uq, j P t2, 3, . . . , nu. (11)
6Using arguments similar to those that lead to (8), we obtain»
—————–
1 1 . . . 1
λ1,0 λ1,1 . . . λ1,s´1
λ21,0 λ
2
1,1 . . . λ
2
1,s´1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1
1,0 λ
r´1
1,1 . . . λ
r´1
1,s´1
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
»
———–
c1,ap1,0q
c1,ap1,1q
.
.
.
c1,ap1,s´1q
fi
ffiffiffifl “ ´
»
—————–
1 1 . . . 1
λ2,a2 λ3,a3 . . . λn,an
λ22,a2 λ
2
3,a3
. . . λ2n,an
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1
2,a2
λr´1
3,a3
. . . λr´1n,an
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
»
————–
µ
paq
2,1
µ
paq
3,1
.
.
.
µ
paq
n,1
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
. (12)
Define polynomials p0pxq “
śs´1
u“0px´λ1,uq, and pipxq “ xip0pxq for i “ 0, 1, . . . , r´ s´1. We have proved the
case of d “ n´1 in the previous section, so here we only consider the case when d ă n´1, and so r´ s´1 ě 0.
Since the degree of pipxq is less than r for all i “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ s´ 1, we can write
pipxq “
r´1ÿ
j“0
pi,jx
j .
Define the pr ´ sq ˆ r matrix
P “
»
——–
p0,0 p0,1 . . . p0,r´1
p1,0 p1,1 . . . p1,r´1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pr´s´1,0 pr´s´1,1 . . . pr´s´1,r´1
fi
ffiffifl .
Since
P
»
—————–
1 1 . . . 1
λ1,0 λ1,1 . . . λ1,s´1
λ21,0 λ
2
1,1 . . . λ
2
1,s´1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1
1,0 λ
r´1
1,1 . . . λ
r´1
1,s´1
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
“
»
——–
p0pλ1,0q p0pλ1,1q . . . p0pλ1,s´1q
p1pλ1,0q p1pλ1,1q . . . p1pλ1,s´1q
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pr´s´1pλ1,0q pr´s´1pλ1,1q . . . pr´s´1pλ1,s´1q
fi
ffiffifl “ 0,
together with (12), we have
P
»
—————–
1 1 . . . 1
λ2,a2 λ3,a3 . . . λn,an
λ22,a2 λ
2
3,a3
. . . λ2n,an
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1
2,a2
λr´1
3,a3
. . . λr´1n,an
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
»
————–
µ
paq
2,1
µ
paq
3,1
.
.
.
µ
paq
n,1
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
“ 0. (13)
Note that
P
»
—————–
1 1 . . . 1
λ2,a2 λ3,a3 . . . λn,an
λ22,a2 λ
2
3,a3
. . . λ2n,an
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
λr´1
2,a2
λr´1
3,a3
. . . λr´1n,an
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
“
»
——–
p0pλ2,a2q p0pλ3,a3q . . . p0pλn,anq
p1pλ2,a2q p1pλ3,a3q . . . p1pλn,anq
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pr´s´1pλ2,a2 q pr´s´1pλ3,a3q . . . pr´s´1pλn,anq
fi
ffiffifl
“
»
———–
p0pλ2,a2q p0pλ3,a3q . . . p0pλn,anq
p0pλ2,a2 qλ2,a2 p0pλ3,a3 qλ3,a3 . . . p0pλn,anqλn,an
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
p0pλ2,a2qλr´s´12,a2 p0pλ3,a3qλr´s´13,a3 . . . p0pλn,anqλr´s´1n,an
fi
ffiffiffifl .
Moreover, p0pλ2,a2q, p0pλ3,a3q, . . . , p0pλn,anq are all nonzero. Thus pµpaq2,1, µpaq3,1, . . . , µpaqn,1q forms a Generalized
Reed-Solomon code of length n ´ 1 and dimension d. According to Remark IV.3, given a nonnegative integer
t such that d` 2t ă n, any d` 2t out of n´ 1 elements in tµpaq
2,1, µ
paq
3,1, . . . , µ
paq
n,1u suffice to recover the whole set
as long as the number of erroneous elements in the d ` 2t elements is not greater than t. Moreover, (12) implies
that tc1,ap1,0q, c1,ap1,1q, . . . , c1,ap1,s´1qu can be determined by tµpaq2,1, µpaq3,1, . . . , µpaqn,1u. Consequently, we can recover
C1 by accessing any d ` 2t surviving nodes and downloading the total of pd ` 2tql{s symbols of F from these
nodes as long as the number of erroneous nodes among the helper nodes is not greater than t. This completes the
proof.
7V. MDS ARRAY CODES WITH THE UER d-OPTIMAL REPAIR PROPERTY FOR SEVERAL VALUES OF d
SIMULTANEOUSLY
In the previous two sections, we constructed MDS array codes with the UER d-optimal repair property for a
single value of d. In this section we give a simple extension of the previous constructions to make the code have the
UER d-optimal repair property for several values of d simultaneously. Let n, k,m, d1, d2, . . . , dm be any positive
integers such that k ď d1, . . . , dm ă n. We will show that by replacing s in Construction 2 with the value
s “ lcmpd1 ` 1´ k, d2 ` 1´ k, . . . , dm ` 1´ kq
we obtain an pn, k, l “ snq MDS array code C with the UER di-optimal repair property for all i “ 1, . . . ,m
simultaneously.
By Theorem IV.1, C is an MDS array code. In the next theorem we establish results about the repair properties
of the code C.
Theorem V.1. The code C has the UER di-optimal repair property for any i P rms.
Proof: Let si “ di ` 1´ k. Similarly to the proof of Theorem IV.4, we only prove the case of repairing C1.
Since si|s, we can partition the set t0, 1, . . . , s ´ 1u into s{si subsets I1, I2, . . . , Is{si , such that |Ij | “ si for
any j P rs{sis, where rs{sis “ t1, 2, . . . , s{siu. Following the proof of Theorem IV.4, we can show that for any
j P rs{sis, a P t0, 1, . . . , l´ 1u, any nonnegative integer t such that di ` 2t ă n, and any R Ď t2, 3, . . . , nu of size
|R| “ di ` 2t, we can recover tc1,ap1,uq : u P Iju by acquiring the set of values t
ř
uPIj
cv,ap1,uq : v P Ru as long
as the number of erroneous nodes in tCi : i P Ru is not greater than t. Therefore, we can recover C1 by accessing
any di ` 2t surviving nodes and downloading the total of pdi ` 2tql{si symbols of F from these nodes as long as
the number of erroneous nodes in the helper nodes is not greater than t. This completes the proof.
Corollary V.2. The pn, k, pn ´ kqnq MDS array code given by Construction 1 has the UER d-optimal repair
property if pd` 1´ kq|pn´ kq.
Example V.3. A pk ` 4, k, 4k`4q MDS array code given by Construction 1 will automatically have the UER
pk ` 1q-optimal repair property. A pk ` 6, k, 6k`6q MDS array code given by Construction 1 has both the UER
pk ` 1q-optimal repair property and the UER pk ` 2q-optimal repair property.
VI. EXPLICIT MDS ARRAY CODES WITH THE UER ph, dq-OPTIMAL REPAIR PROPERTY FOR ALL h ď r AND
k ď d ď n´ h SIMULTANEOUSLY
Given integers n and r, we construct a family of pn, k “ n´ r, lq MDS array codes with the UER ph, dq-optimal
repair property for all h ď r and k ď d ď n´ h simultaneously.
Construction 3. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě sn, where s “ lcmp1, 2, . . . , rq. Let tλi,juiPrns,j“0,1,...,s´1 be
sn distinct elements in F. Let l “ sn. Consider the code family given by (3)-(4), where the matrices Ai are given
by
Ai “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aieae
T
a , i “ 1, . . . , n. (14)
Here tea : a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1u is the standard basis of F l over F and ai is defined in Construction 2.
Note that the difference between this construction and Construction 2 is in the choice of s. Define api, uq and
ci,a in the same way as in Sect. III.
Clearly, the code C given by Construction 3 is an MDS array code.
Theorem VI.1. The code C given by Construction 3 has the UER ph, dq-optimal repair property for any h ď r
and k ď d ď n´ h.
Proof: By Theorem V.1, C has the UER d-optimal repair property for any k ď d ď n´ 1. Now we show how
to optimally repair h erasures. Without loss of generality, suppose that nodes CF “ tC1, C2, . . . , Chu are erased
and we access nodes CR “ tCh`1, Ch`2, . . . , Ch`d`2tu to recover CF. Moreover, suppose that there are at most
t erroneous nodes in CR.
To show the claim about the repair property of C, we present a scheme that repairs the codes C1, C2, . . . , Ch one
by one. More specifically, we first use CR to repair C1, then use CR Y C1 to repair C2, then use CR Y C1 Y C2
to repair C3, . . . , and finally use CR Y C1 Y C2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ch´1 to repair Ch. Let si “ i` d´ k.
When repairing Ci, we partition the set t0, 1, . . . , s ´ 1u into s{si subsets Ipiq1 , Ipiq2 , . . . , Ipiqs{si , where I
piq
j “
tpj ´ 1qsi, pj ´ 1qsi ` 1, . . . , pj ´ 1qsi ` si ´ 1u for j P rs{sis. By the proof of Theorem IV.4, in order to recover
8Ci it suffices to know the values t
ř
uPI
piq
j
cv,api,uq : ai “ 0, j P rs{sis, v P R Y ri ´ 1su. Since we have already
recovered C1, . . . , Ci´1, to recover Ci we only need to download the set of values! ÿ
uPI
piq
j
cv,api,uq : ai “ 0, j P rs{sis, v P R
)
from CR. Thus, in order to recover CF, it suffices to know the values of elements in the set
Λh “
hď
i“1
! ÿ
uPI
piq
j
cv,api,uq : ai “ 0, j P rs{sis, v P R
)
.
In order to determine the values of these elements, we only need to download a spanning set for Λh over F from
CR.
Define Ωi,v “ t
ř
uPI
piq
j
cv,api,uq : ai “ 0, j P rs{sisu for i P rhs, v P R and Λ1,v “ Ω1,v,Λi,v “ Λi´1,v Y Ωi,v
for i “ 2, 3, . . . , h, v P R. Given a P t0, 1, . . . , l´1u and i P rns, define the set Ψpa, iq “ tw : w P ri´1s, sw|awu.
For i “ 2, 3, . . . , h, q “ 0, . . . , i´ 1 define
Γi,v,q “
! ÿ
uPI
piq
j
cv,api,uq : ai “ 0, |Ψpa, iq| “ q, j P rs{sis
)
.
Let B1,v “ Ω1,v, Bi,v “ Bi´1,v YΓi,v,0, i “ 2, 3, . . . , h. We use induction on i to show that Λi,v Ď spanpBi,vq for
every i P rhs and v P R. Clearly this claim holds for i “ 1. Now suppose that it holds for i “ m and consider the
case i “ m` 1. By the induction hypothesis, Λm,v Ď spanpBm,vq, so it suffices to prove that
Λm,v Y Ωm`1,v Ď spanpΛm,v Y Γm`1,v,0q.
Note that Ωm`1,v “
Ťm
q“0 Γm`1,v,q. Thus we only need to prove that Γm`1,v,q Ď spanpΛm,vYΓm`1,v,0q for all q “
0, 1, . . . ,m. We prove this claim by induction on q. This claim trivially holds for q “ 0. Now suppose that it holds for
some q ě 1 and consider the case q`1. Given any a satisfying that am`1 “ 0 and Ψpa,m`1q, |Ψpa,m`1q| “ q`1,
suppose that w P Ψpa,m ` 1q, namely, sw|aw, then |Ψpapw, aw ` uq,m ` 1q| “ q for all u P rsw ´ 1s. By the
induction hypothesis, ÿ
u2PI
pm`1q
j
cv,apw,m`1,aw`u1,u2q P spanpΛm,v Y Γm`1,v,0q
for all u1 P rsw´ 1s and j P rs{sm`1s, where api1, i2, u1, u2q is obtained from a by replacing ai1 with u1 and ai2
with u2. Therefore,
sw´1ÿ
u1“1
ÿ
u2PI
pm`1q
j
cv,apw,m`1,aw`u1,u2q P span pΛm,v Y Γm`1,v,0q. (15)
Note that
sw´1ÿ
u1“0
cv,apw,m`1,aw`u1,u2q P Ωw,v Ď Λm,v
for any u2 P t0, 1, . . . , s´ 1u. As a result,
sw´1ÿ
u1“0
ÿ
u2PI
pm`1q
j
cv,apw,m`1,aw`u1,u2q P spanpΛm,vq. (16)
Subtracting (15) from (16), we obtainÿ
uPI
pm`1q
j
cv,apm`1,uq P spanpΛm,v Y Γm`1,v,0q
for any j P rs{sm`1s. This establishes the induction step of the second induction and proves that Ωm`1,v Ď
spanpΛm,v Y Γm`1,v,0q. Therefore, Λm`1,v Ď spanpBm`1,vq for any v P R, and this completes the proof of the
first induction.
Since Λh “
Ť
vPR Λh,v and Λh,v Ď spanpBh,vq for every v P R, to recover CF we only need to downloadŤ
vPRBh,v from CR.
9Finally, we find the size of the set Bh,v for some fixed v P R. Since Bi,v “ Bi´1,v Y Γi,v,0, we have |Bi,v| ď
|Bi´1,v| ` |Γi,v,0|. We will prove that |Bi,v| ď ilsi by induction on i. By definition |B1,v| “ |Ω1,v| “ ls1 . Suppose
that the claim holds for i “ m and consider the case i “ m` 1. It is easy to see that
|Γm`1,v,0| “ s1 ´ 1
s1
s2 ´ 1
s2
¨ ¨ ¨ sm ´ 1
sm
l
sm`1
“ d´ k
d` 1´ k
d` 1´ k
d` 2´ k ¨ ¨ ¨
d`m´ 1´ k
d`m´ k
l
d`m` 1´ k
“ d´ k
d`m´ k
l
d`m` 1´ k .
By the induction hypothesis,
|Bm`1,v| ď |Bm,v| ` |Γm`1,v,0|
ď ml
d`m´ k `
d´ k
d`m´ k
l
d`m` 1´ k
“ pm` 1ql
d`m` 1´ k “
pm` 1ql
sm`1
.
This establishes the induction step and proves that |Bh,v| ď hld`h´k for any v P R. We obtain
ˇˇ
ˇ
ď
vPR
Bh,v
ˇˇ
ˇ ď hl|R|
d` h´ k “
hpd` 2tql
d` h´ k .
The proof is complete.
Since we set A1, A2, . . . , An to be diagonal matrices in Construction 3, the encoding and repair processes involve
only operations with r ˆ r matrices over F, and the code C given by Construction 3 also has the optimal update
property. Moreover, by the proof of Theorem IV.4 and Theorem VI.1, we can see that the repair process only
requires operations with matrices of size no larger than nˆ n.
VII. OPTIMAL-REPAIR MDS ARRAY CODES WITH OPTIMAL ACCESS PROPERTY OVER SMALL FIELDS
In this section we construct an explicit family of MDS array codes with optimal access property. As above,
we rely on the general construction (3)-(4) to construct an pn, k “ n ´ r, l “ rn´1q array code. However in
this section we take An to be the identity matrix and take A1, . . . , An´1 to be permutation matrices rather than
diagonal matrices. This choice is beneficial in two ways: first, we are able to reduce the field size from rn in earlier
construction to any field F of size |F | ě n` 1, while also obtaining the optimal access property.
Construction 4. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě n ` 1 and let γ be its primitive element. Let l “ rn´1.
Consider the code family given by (3)-(4), where the matrices A1, A2, . . . , An are given by
Ai “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aieae
T
api,ai‘1q
, i “ 1, 2, ..., n´ 1,
An “ I,
where ‘ denotes addition modulo r, λi,0 “ γi for all i P rn ´ 1s and λi,u “ 1 for all i P rn ´ 1s and all
u P t1, 2, . . . , r ´ 1u. Here tea : a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1u is the standard basis of F l over F, ai is the i-th digit from
the right in the representation of a “ pan´1, an´2, . . . , a1q in the r-ary form, and api, uq is defined in the same
way as in Sect. III.
Remark VII.1. Since
śr´1
u“0 λi,u “ γi, we have
r´1ź
u“0
λi,u ‰
r´1ź
u“0
λj,u for any i, j P rn´ 1s, i ‰ j.
r´1ź
u“0
λi,u ‰ 1 for any i P rn´ 1s.
(17)
It will be clear from the proofs below that the values of tλi,u : i P rns, u “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u in Construction 4 can
be assigned arbitrarily as long as (17) is satisfied.
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Clearly, for t “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1 and i P rn´ 1s, we have
Ati “
l´1ÿ
a“0
βi,ai,teae
T
api,ai‘tq
,
where βi,u,0 “ 1 and βi,u,t “
śu‘pt´1q
v“u λi,v for t “ 1, . . . , r ´ 1 and u “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1.
Theorem VII.2. The code C given by Construction 4 has the optimal access property.
Proof: Let us write out the parity-check equations (3) coordinatewise:
cn,a `
n´1ÿ
i“1
βi,ai,tci,api,ai‘tq “ 0 for all t “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1 and a “ 0, . . . , l ´ 1, (18)
where ci,a is defined in Sect. III. First suppose we want to repair Ci for some i P rn´ 1s. We will show that we
only need to access the values in the set tcj,a : ai “ 0u from Cj for every j ‰ i. Indeed, by (18), we have
βi,ai,tci,api,ai‘tq “ ´cn,a ´
ÿ
j‰i,n
βj,aj ,tcj,apj,aj‘tq. (19)
From (19) we see that the values tci,a : ai “ tu can be determined by tcj,a : j ‰ i, ai “ 0u. Since (19) holds for
every t “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1, we see that for i P rn´ 1s, Ci can be determined by the values tcj,a : j ‰ i, ai “ 0u.
Now consider the case when the failed node is Cn. By (18), we know that the values in the set tcn,a : a1 ‘
a2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ an´1 “ r a tu can be determined by tcj,a : j ‰ n, a1 ‘ a2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ an´1 “ 0u, where a denotes
subtraction modulo r. Since (18) holds for every t “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1, we conclude that Cn can be determined by
tcj,a : j ‰ n, a1 ‘ a2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ an´1 “ 0u. This completes the proof.
Our next task is to establish the MDS property of C. The code C is MDS if and only if every r ˆ r block
submatrix of »
———–
I I . . . I
A1 A2 . . . An
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ar´1
1
Ar´1
2
. . . Ar´1n
fi
ffiffiffifl
is invertible. A criterion for this is given in the following lemma.
Lemma VII.3 (Block Vandermonde matrix). Let B1, . . . , Br be l ˆ l matrices such that BiBj “ BjBi for all
i, j P rrs. The matrix
Mr “
»
———–
I I . . . I
B1 B2 . . . Br
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Br´1
1
Br´1
2
. . . Br´1r
fi
ffiffiffifl
is invertible if and only if Bi ´ Bj is invertible for all i ‰ j.
Proof: Suppose that Bi ´ Bj is invertible for any i, j P rrs, i ‰ j. Clearly the claim holds for r “ 2. Now
suppose that it holds for r “ s. Consider the matrix
Ms`1 “
»
——–
I I . . . I
B1 B2 . . . Bs`1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Bs1 B
s
2 . . . B
s
s`1
fi
ffiffifl .
For i “ s, s ´ 1, . . . , 1, multiply the i-th “row” on the left by B1 and subtract from the pi ` 1q-th row. Note that
these operations do not change the rank of Ms`1 since they leave its row space unchanged. Next, subtract the first
column from all the other columns (this clears the first row without changing the column space and hence the rank
of Ms`1) to obtain
M 1s`1 “
»
———–
I 0 . . . 0
0 B2 ´B1 . . . Bs`1 ´B1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 pB2 ´B1qBs´12 . . . pBs`1 ´B1qBs´1s`1
fi
ffiffiffifl
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“
»
———–
I 0 . . . 0
0 B2 ´B1 . . . Bs`1 ´B1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 Bs´1
2
pB2 ´B1q . . . Bs´1s`1pBs`1 ´B1q
fi
ffiffiffifl
(here we relied on the commuting condition BiBj “ BjBi). Since the matrices Bi ´ B1, i “ 2, . . . , s ` 1 are
invertible, we can multiply the i-th column on the right by pBi ´B1q´1 without changing the rank. We conclude
that the matrix
M
2
s`1 “
»
———–
I 0 . . . 0
0 I . . . I
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 Bs´1
2
. . . Bs´1s`1
fi
ffiffiffifl
has the same rank as Ms`1. By the induction hypothesis M
2
s`1 is invertible, and so is Ms`1. This completes the
induction step.
Conversely, suppose that Mr is invertible. For r “ 2 this implies that the matrix B1 ´ B2 is invertible. Now
assume that the claim holds for r “ s and consider the case r “ s ` 1. Since Ms`1 is invertible, M 1s`1 is also
invertible. Assume that Bi ´B1 is singular for some i P t2, 3, . . . , s` 1u, then»
———–
0
Bi ´B1
.
.
.
Bs´1i pBi ´B1q
fi
ffiffiffifl “
»
———–
0
I
.
.
.
Bs´1i
fi
ffiffiffifl pBi ´B1q
contains linearly dependent columns, and thus M 1s`1 is singular, contradiction. Thus Bi ´B1 is invertible for any
i ‰ 1. Consequently M 2s`1 is invertible. By the induction assumption we conclude that Bi ´ Bj is invertible for
any i, j P rs` 1s, i ‰ j.
Theorem VII.4. The code C given by Construction 4 is an MDS array code.
Proof: On account of Lemma VII.3, the claim will follow if we prove that for any i ‰ j, AiAj “ AjAi and
that the matrices Ai´Aj are invertible. The matrix An “ I, so we need to verify that for any i, j P rn´ 1s, i ‰ j,
AiAj “ AjAi “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aiλj,ajeae
T
api,j,ai‘1,aj‘1q
,
where api, j, u, vq is obtained from a by replacing ai with u and aj with v. This establishes the commuting part.
Now suppose that Aix “ Ajx for some i, j P rn´1s, i ‰ j and some vector x P F l. Let x “
řl´1
a“0 xaea, where
xa P F. Then
Aix “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aixapi,ai‘1qea,
Ajx “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λj,ajxapj,aj‘1qea.
Therefore,
λi,aixapi,ai‘1q “ λj,ajxapj,aj‘1q (20)
for every a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1. Since λi,u ‰ 0 for all i P rn´ 1s and all u “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1, we can write (20) as
xa “
λj,aj
λi,aia1
xapi,j,aia1,aj‘1q. (21)
Repeating this step, we obtain
xa “
λj,aj
λi,aia1
xapi,j,aia1,aj‘1q
“ λj,aj
λi,aia1
λj,aj‘1
λi,aia2
xapi,j,aia2,aj‘2q
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“ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λj,aj
λi,aia1
λj,aj‘1
λi,aia2
. . .
λj,aj‘pr´1q
λi,aiar
xapi,j,aiar,aj‘rq
“
śr´1
u“0 λj,uśr´1
u“0 λi,u
xa
for every a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1. By (17), xa “ 0 for all a “ 0, . . . , l ´ 1. Thus pAi ´ Ajqx “ 0 implies that x “ 0.
We conclude that the matrices Ai ´Aj are invertible for all i, j P rn´ 1s, i ‰ j.
Now suppose that Aix “ Anx “ x for some i P rn´ 1s and some vector x P F l. Then we have
λi,aixapi,ai‘1q “ xa. (22)
Thus
xa “ λi,aixapi,ai‘1q “ λi,aiλi,ai‘1xapi,ai‘2q
“ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λi,aiλi,ai‘1 ¨ ¨ ¨λi,ai‘pr´1qxapi,ai‘rq
“ `
r´1ź
u“0
λi,u
˘
xa.
By (17), xa “ 0 for all a “ 0, . . . , l´ 1. So x “ 0 and kerpAi ´Anq “ 0, or, in other words the matrix Ai ´An
is invertible for all i P rn´ 1s. This completes the proof.
A. Complexity of encoding and decoding
The encoding and decoding procedures solve the same problem, namely, determining the values of r nodes from
the known values of k nodes. Without loss of generality, suppose that we want to determine Ck`1, . . . , Ck`r from
C1, C2, . . . , Ck. Note that (18) contains rl equations and we have rl unknown elements here. Since the code is
MDS, the unknown values are uniquely determined.
Now let us show that instead of inverting an rlˆ rl matrix, we only need to invert matrices of size rr`1ˆ rr`1.
Observe that, given any b1, b2, . . . , bk P t0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u, the rr`1 unknown elements tci,a : i “ k ` 1, k `
2, . . . , k ` r, a1 “ b1, a2 “ b2, . . . , ak “ bku appear in exactly rr`1 equations in (18), and these rr`1 equations
only contain these rr`1 unknown elements. For this reason, we can find these rr`1 unknown elements by inverting
an rr`1 ˆ rr`1 matrix.
VIII. EXPLICIT MDS ARRAY CODES WITH THE UER d-OPTIMAL ACCESS PROPERTY
Construction 5. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě n`1 and let γ be a primitive element in F. Let s “ d`k´1
and l “ sn. Consider the code given by (3)-(4), where the matrices A1, A2, . . . , An are given by
Ai “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aieae
T
api,ai‘1q
, i “ 1, . . . , n,
where ‘ denotes addition modulo s, λi,0 “ γi for all i P rns and λi,u “ 1 for all i P rns and all u P rs´ 1s. Here
tea : a “ 0, 1, . . . , l´ 1u is the standard basis of F l over F, ai is the i-th digit from the right in the representation
of a “ pan, an´1, . . . , a1q in the s-ary form, and api, uq is defined in the same way as in Sect. III.
Theorem VIII.1. The code C given by Construction 5 is an MDS array code.
Proof: Paralleling the proof of Theorem VII.4, we can show that for any i ‰ j, AiAj “ AjAi and that the
matrix Ai ´Aj is invertible. Thus C is an MDS array code.
Theorem VIII.2. The code C given by Construction 5 has the UER d-optimal access property.
Proof: Suppose we want to repair Ci. By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem VII.2, we only need to
know the values tcj,a : ai “ 0u from Cj for every j ‰ i. Define a function g : t0, 1, . . . , l{s´1u Ñ t0, 1, . . . , l´1u
as gpaq “ pan´1, an´2, . . . , ai, 0, ai´1, ai´2, . . . , a1q, where a is an element in t0, 1, . . . , l{s´ 1u with the s-ary
expansion p0, an´1, an´2, . . . , a1q. Define the column vector Cpiqj P F l{s as Cpiqj “ pcj,gp0q, cj,gp1q, . . . , cj,gpl{s´1qqT
for all j ‰ i. In order to prove the theorem, we only need to prove that pCpiq
1
, C
piq
2
, . . . , C
piq
i´1, C
piq
i`1, C
piq
i`2, . . . , C
piq
n q
forms an pn´ 1, d, sn´1q MDS array code.
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Notice that Asj “
řl´1
a“0p
śs´1
u“0 λj,uqeaeTapj,aj‘sq “ γjI for all j P rns. Note also that
nÿ
j“1
Amj Cj “ 0,
nÿ
j“1
Am`sj Cj “ 0
for all m “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ s ´ 1. Multiplying the first equation by γi and then subtracting it from the second one,
we obtain ÿ
j‰i
pγj ´ γiqAmj Cj “ 0, m “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ s´ 1. (23)
Let epl{sq
0
, e
pl{sq
1
, . . . , e
pl{sq
l{s´1 be the standard basis vectors of F
l{s over F. Define l{sˆ l{s matrix
Bj “
l{s´1ÿ
a“0
λj,aj e
pl{sq
a pepl{sqapj,aj‘1qqT for j P ri´ 1s,
Bj “
l{s´1ÿ
a“0
λj`1,aj e
pl{sq
a pepl{sqapj,aj‘1qqT for i ď j ă n,
It is easy to see that (23) implies
i´1ÿ
j“1
pγj ´ γiqBmj Cpiqj `
n´1ÿ
j“i
pγj`1 ´ γiqBmj Cpiqj`1 “ 0
for all m “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ s´ 1.
As in the proof of Theorem VII.4, we can show that for any j1, j2 P rn´ 1s, j1 ‰ j2, Bj1Bj2 “ Bj2Bj1 and that
the matrix Bj1 ´Bj2 is invertible. Moreover, r ´ s “ n´ 1´ d. Thus»
———–
I I . . . I
B1 B2 . . . Bn´1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Br´s´1
1
Br´s´1
2
. . . Br´s´1n´1
fi
ffiffiffifl
is a parity-check matrix of an pn´1, d, sn´1q MDS array code. Multiplying each block column with a nonzero con-
stant does not change the MDS property. As a result, the set of vectors pCpiq
1
, C
piq
2
, . . . , C
piq
i´1, C
piq
i`1, C
piq
i`2, . . . , C
piq
n q
forms an pn ´ 1, d, sn´1q MDS array code. Therefore, if we access any d ` 2t out of n ´ 1 vectors in the set
pCpiq
1
, C
piq
2
, . . . , C
piq
i´1, C
piq
i`1, C
piq
i`2, . . . , C
piq
n q, we will be able to recover the whole set and further recover Ci as
long as the number of erroneous nodes among the helper nodes is not greater than t. This completes the proof.
IX. AN MDS ARRAY CODE FAMILY WITH THE UER d-OPTIMAL ACCESS PROPERTY FOR SEVERAL VALUES OF
d SIMULTANEOUSLY
In this section we present a simple extension of the code family in Construction 5 which gives MDS array codes
with the UER d-optimal access property for several values of d simultaneously. More specifically, given any positive
integers n, k,m, d1, d2, . . . , dm such that k ď d1, . . . , dm ă n, we will show that by replacing s in Construction 5
with the value
s “ lcmpd1 ` 1´ k, d2 ` 1´ k, . . . , dm ` 1´ kq
we obtain an pn, k, l “ snq MDS array code C with the UER di-optimal access property for all i “ 1, . . . ,m
simultaneously.
On account of Theorem VII.4, we already know that C is an MDS array code. It remains to show that it has the
UER di-optimal access property for any i P rms.
Theorem IX.1. The code C has the UER di-optimal access property for any i P rms.
Proof: Given any i P rms, we show that C has the UER di-optimal access property. Let si “ di ` 1´ k.
Without loss of generality, we only consider the case of repairing Cn. By an argument similar to the proof of
Theorem VII.2, we only need to know the values tcj,a : an “ 0, si, 2si, . . . , ps{si ´ 1qsiu from Cj for every
j P rn´ 1s. Define a function
g : t0, 1, . . . , l{si ´ 1u Ñ t0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1u
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a ÞÑ psian, an´1, an´2, . . . , a1q,
where a is an element in t0, 1, . . . , l{si ´ 1u with s-ary expansion pan, an´1, an´2, . . . , a1q. Define the column
vector Cpnqj P F l{si as Cpnqj “ pcj,gp0q, cj,gp1q, . . . , cj,gpl{si´1qqT for all j P rn´ 1s. As mentioned above, tCpnqj :
j P rn´ 1su contains the information we need to recover Cn. Let us prove that pCpnq1 , Cpnq2 , . . . , Cpnqn´1q forms an
pn´ 1, d, l{siq MDS array code.
Observe that
nÿ
j“1
Amj Cj “ 0,
nÿ
j“1
Am`sij Cj “ 0
for all m “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ si ´ 1. Multiplying the first equation on the left by Asin and then subtracting it from the
second one, we obtain
n´1ÿ
j“1
pAsij ´Asin qAmj Cj “ 0, m “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ si ´ 1. (24)
Let epl{siq
0
, e
pl{siq
1
, . . . , e
pl{siq
l{si´1
be the standard basis vectors of F l{si over F. Define l{si ˆ l{si matrices
Bj “
l{si´1ÿ
a“0
λj,aj e
pl{siq
a pepl{siqapj,aj‘1qqT for j P rn´ 1s,
Bn “
l{si´1ÿ
a“0
´ sian`si´1ź
q“sian
λn,q
¯
epl{siqa pepl{siqapn,psian‘siq{siqqT .
It is easy to see that (24) implies the equality
n´1ÿ
j“1
pBsij ´BnqBmj Cpnqj “ 0, m “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ si ´ 1.
Now suppose that Bsij x “ Bnx for some j P rn´ 1s and some vector x P F l{si . Let x “
řl{si´1
a“0 xae
pl{siq
a , where
xa P F. Then
Bsij x “
l{si´1ÿ
a“0
´ aj‘psi´1qź
q“aj
λj,q
¯
xapj,aj‘siqe
pl{siq
a ,
Bnx “
l{si´1ÿ
a“0
´ sian`si´1ź
q“sian
λn,q
¯
xapn,psian‘siq{siqe
pl{siq
a .
Therefore,
´ aj‘psi´1qź
q“aj
λj,q
¯
xapj,aj‘siq “
´ sian`si´1ź
q“sian
λn,q
¯
xapn,psian‘siq{siq (25)
for every a “ 0, 1, . . . , l{si ´ 1. Let us rewrite (25) as
xa “
śsian`si´1
q“sian
λn,qśaja1
q“ajasi
λj,q
xapj,n,ajasi,psian‘siq{siq.
Repeating this step, we obtain
xa “
śsian‘ps´1q
q“sian
λn,qśaja1
q“ajas
λj,q
xapj,n,ajas,psian‘sq{siq
“
śs´1
u“0 λn,uśs´1
u“0 λj,u
xa
“ γ
n
γj
xa
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for every a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1. Since γj ‰ γn for any j P rn´ 1s, we have xa “ 0 for all a “ 0, . . . , l ´ 1. Thus
pBsij ´Bnqx “ 0 implies that x “ 0. We conclude that the matrix Bsij ´Bn is invertible for all j P rn´ 1s.
Following the proof of Theorem VII.4, we can show that»
———–
I I . . . I
B1 B2 . . . Bn´1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Br´si´1
1
Br´si´1
2
. . . Br´si´1n´1
fi
ffiffiffifl
is the parity-check matrix of an pn´1, di, l{siq MDS array code. Multiplying each block column with an invertible
matrix does not change the MDS property. As a result, pCpnq
1
, C
pnq
2
, . . . , C
pnq
n´1q forms an pn ´ 1, di, l{siq MDS
array code. Therefore, if we access any di ` 2t out of n´ 1 vectors in the set pCpnq1 , Cpnq2 , . . . , Cpnqn´1q, we will be
able to recover the whole set and further recover Cn as long as the number of erroneous nodes among the helper
nodes is not greater than t. This completes the proof.
X. EXPLICIT MDS ARRAY CODES WITH THE UER ph, dq-OPTIMAL ACCESS PROPERTY FOR ALL h ď r AND
k ď d ď n´ h SIMULTANEOUSLY
Given integers n and r, we construct a family of pn, k “ n´ r, lq MDS array codes with the UER ph, dq-optimal
access property for all h ď r and k ď d ď n´ h simultaneously.
Construction 6. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě n`1 and let γ be its primitive element. Let s “ lcmp1, 2, . . . , rq
and l “ sn. Consider the code family given by (3)-(4), where the matrices Ai are given by
Ai “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aieae
T
api,ai‘1q
, i “ 1, . . . , n,
where ‘ denotes addition modulo s, λi,0 “ γi for all i P rns and λi,u “ 1 for all i P rns and all u P rs´ 1s. Here
tea : a “ 0, 1, . . . , l´ 1u is the standard basis of F l over F, ai is the i-th digit from the right in the representation
of a “ pan, an´1, . . . , a1q in the s-ary form, and api, uq is defined in the same way as in Sect. III.
Note that the difference between this construction and Construction 5 is in the choice of s.
Clearly, the code C given by Construction 6 is an MDS array code.
Theorem X.1. The code C given by Construction 6 has the UER ph, dq-optimal access property for all h ď r and
k ď d ď n´ h simultaneously.
Proof: By Theorem IX.1, C has the UER d-optimal access property for any k ď d ď n´1. Now we show how
to optimally repair h erasures. Without loss of generality, suppose that nodes CF “ tC1, C2, . . . , Chu are erased
and we access nodes CR “ tCh`1, Ch`2, . . . , Ch`d`2tu to recover CF. Moreover, suppose that there are at most
t erroneous nodes in CR.
As before, we repair C1, C2, . . . , Ch one by one. More specifically, we first use CR to repair C1, then CR YC1
to repair C2, then CR Y C1 Y C2 to repair C3, . . . , and finally we use CR YC1 YC2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ch´1 to repair Ch.
Let si “ i` d´ k. When repairing Ci, according to the proof of Theorem IX.1, we only need to know the values
tcv,a : ai “ 0, si, 2si, . . . , ps{si ´ 1qsi, v P R
Ťri´ 1su. Since we have already recovered C1, . . . , Ci´1, we need
to access only the values tcv,a : ai “ 0, si, 2si, . . . , ps{si ´ 1qsi, v P Ru from CR to recover Ci. Thus in order to
recover CF, we need to access the set of elements Λh “
Ťh
i“1tcv,a : ai “ 0, si, 2si, . . . , ps{si ´ 1qsi, v P Ru.
Consider the set
Ωj,v “ tcv,a : aj “ 0, sj, 2sj , . . . , ps{sj ´ 1qsju
for j P rhs and v P R. Let Λ1,v “ Ω1,v,Λj`1,v “ Λj,v Y Ωj`1,v, j “ 1, . . . , h ´ 1. We prove by induction on j
that |Λj,v| “ jlj`d´k . Clearly this is true for j “ 1. Suppose that the claim is true for j “ m and consider the case
j “ m`1. By definition, we have |Λm`1,v| “ |Λm,v|` |Ωm`1,v|´ |Λm,vXΩm`1,v|. By the induction hypothesis,
|Λm,v| “ mlm`d´k . Therefore,
|Λm,v
č
Ωm`1,v| “ ml
m` d´ k
1
m` 1` d´ k .
Thus
|Λm`1,v| “ ml
m` d´ k `
l
m` 1` d´ k ´
ml
m` d´ k
1
m` 1` d´ k
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“ pm` 1ql
m` 1` d´ k .
This concludes the induction step and proves that |Λh,v| “ hld`h´k for any v P R. Thus |Λh| “ |R||Λh,v| “ hpd`2tqld`h´k .
The proof is complete.
XI. GENERALIZED REED-SOLOMON ARRAY CODES AND d-OPTIMAL REPAIR PROPERTY
In this section we construct a family of MDS array codes with the d-optimal repair property that requires a
smaller underlying field size compared to Construction 2 and a smaller l compared to both Construction 2 and
Construction 5. The construction forms an extension of Construction 4. As a first step, we introduce a new class
of MDS array codes.
A. Generalized Reed-Solomon Array Codes
Definition XI.1. Let A “ tA1, A2, . . . , Anu be a set of l ˆ l matrices over F such that AiAj “ AjAi for all
i, j P rns and the matrices Ai´Aj are invertible for all i ‰ j. Let V “ tV1, V2, . . . , Vnu be a set of lˆ l invertible
matrices with entries in F such that AiVj “ VjAi for any i, j P rns. A Generalized Reed-Solomon array code
GRSApn, k,A,Vq is defined as the pn, k, lq array code with the generator matrix
G “
»
—————–
V1 V2 . . . Vn
A1V1 A2V2 . . . AnVn
A21V1 A
2
2V2 . . . A
2
nVn
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ak´1
1
V1 A
k´1
2
V2 . . . A
k´1
n Vn
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
.
More specifically,
GRSApn, k,A,Vq “ tpC1, C2, . . . , Cnq : rCT1 CT2 . . . CTn s
“rMT1 MT2 . . .MTk sG for some M1, . . . ,Mk P F lu.
(26)
If V1 “ V2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Vn “ I, then we call this code a Reed-Solomon array code and denote it as RSApn, k,Aq.
Lemma VII.3 implies that GRSA codes have the MDS property. We need a description of its dual code, which
is analogous to the scalar case (Theorem 10.4 in [26, p.304]).
Theorem XI.2. Given a Generalized Reed-Solomon array code GRSApn, k “ n´ r,A,Vq with A and V satisfying
the conditions in Def. XI.1, there is a set W “ tW1,W2, . . . ,Wnu of lˆl invertible matrices such that AiWj “WjAi
for any i, j P rns, and
GRSApn, k,A,Vq “ tpC1, C2, . . . , Cnq : HrCT1 CT2 . . . CTn sT “ 0u, (27)
where
H “
»
————–
W1 W2 . . . Wn
A1W1 A2W2 . . . AnWn
A21W1 A
2
2W2 . . . A
2
nWn
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ar´1
1
W1 A
r´1
2
W2 . . . A
r´1
n Wn
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
.
This theorem follows from the following lemma.
Lemma XI.3. Let A1, A2, . . . , An be l ˆ l matrices with entries in F such that AiAj “ AjAi for all i, j P rns
and the matrices Ai ´Aj are invertible for all i ‰ j. The following equation holds:
»
————–
I I . . . I
A1 A2 . . . An
A21 A
2
2 . . . A
2
n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
An´2
1
An´2
2
. . . An´2n
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
»
——–
B1
B2
.
.
.
Bn
fi
ffiffifl “ 0, (28)
where Bi “ p
ś
j‰ipAj ´Aiqq´1, i “ 1, . . . , n
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Proof: Note that the theory of determinants as well as Cramer’s rule extend with no extra effort over arbitrary
commutative rings with identity [27, Sect. 11.4]. Let R be a commutative ring containing I, A1, A2, . . . , An. Given
a square block matrix partitioned into lˆ l square submatrices in R, we view it as a square matrix with entries in
R and define the determinant accordingly. Clearly, for any i P rns and any nonnegative integer t, Ati P R. We use
Cramer’s rule to solve the following equation
»
————–
I I . . . I
A1 A2 . . . An´1
A21 A
2
2 . . . A
2
n´1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
An´2
1
An´2
2
. . . An´2n´1
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
»
——–
X1
X2
.
.
.
Xn´1
fi
ffiffifl “ ´
»
————–
I
An
A2n
.
.
.
An´2n
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
The expression for the Vandermonde determinant also holds in commutative rings, and we can easily find that
Xi “ p
ś
j‰npAj ´ Anqqp
ś
j‰ipAj ´ Aiqq´1. Moving the right-hand side of the equation above to the left and
then multiplying on the right by Bn, we obtain (28).
Proof of Theorem XI.2: Set Wi “ V ´1i p
ś
j‰ipAj´Aiqq´1. Notice the fact that if an lˆl matrix A and an lˆl
invertible matrix B satisfy AB “ BA, then AB´1 “ B´1BAB´1 “ B´1ABB´1 “ B´1A. Thus WiAj “ AjWi
for any i, j P rns.
Denote the codes defined in (26) and (27) as C1 and C2 respectively. By (28), HGT “ 0. Thus C1 Ď C2. Since G
and H both have full rank, C1 and C2 have the same dimension kl as a vector space over F. Consequently C1 “ C2.
This completes the proof.
B. A family of MDS array codes with the d-optimal repair property
In this section we use the results about GRSA codes to construct a family of pn, k “ n´ r, lq MDS array codes
with the d-optimal repair property.
Construction 7. Let F be a finite field of size |F | ě n`1 and let γ be a primitive element in F. Let s “ d`1´k
and l “ sn´1. Consider the code family given by (3)-(4), where the matrices A1, A2, . . . , An are given by
Ai “
l´1ÿ
a“0
λi,aieae
T
api,ai‘1q
, i “ 1, 2, ..., n´ 1,
An “ I,
where ‘ denotes addition modulo s, λi,0 “ γi for all i P rn ´ 1s and λi,u “ 1 for all i P rn ´ 1s and all
u P t1, 2, . . . , s´ 1u. Here tea : a “ 0, 1, . . . , l ´ 1u is the standard basis of F l over F, ai is the i-th digit from
the right in the representation of a “ pan´1, an´2, . . . , a1q in the s-ary form, and api, uq is defined in the same
way as in Sect. III.
Theorem XI.4. The code C given by Construction 7 is an MDS array code.
Proof: The proof parallels the proof of Theorem VII.4: we show that for any i ‰ j, AiAj “ AjAi and that
the matrix Ai ´Aj is invertible. Thus, C is an MDS array code.
Theorem XI.5. The code C given by Construction 7 has the d-optimal repair property.
Proof: By Theorem XI.2, C “ GRSApn, k,A,Vq with A “ tA1, A2, . . . , Anu and V “ tV1, . . . , Vnu, where
Vi “ p
ś
j‰ipAj´Aiqq´1. Suppose that we want to use Ci2 , Ci3 , . . . , Cid`1 to repair Ci1 . Let ∆ “ ti1, i2, . . . , id`1u.
Clearly pCi1 , Ci2 , . . . , Cid`1q is a Generalized Reed-Solomon Array code GRSApd` 1, k,A∆,V∆q, where A∆ “
tAi1 , Ai2 , . . . , Aid`1u and V∆ “ tVi1 , Vi2 , . . . , Vid`1u. By Theorem XI.2, there is a set of lˆ l invertible matrices
W∆ “ tW1,W2, . . . ,Wd`1u such that»
—————–
I I . . . I
Ai1 Ai2 . . . Aid`1
A2i1 A
2
i2
. . . A2id`1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
As´1i1 A
s´1
i2
. . . As´1id`1
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
»
——–
W1Ci1
W2Ci2
.
.
.
Wd`1Cid`1
fi
ffiffifl “ 0, (29)
Using the same method as in the proof of Theorem VII.2, we can show that W1Ci1 can be recovered by downloading
a vector in F l{s from each of the nodes Ci2 , Ci3 , . . . , Cid`1 . Since W1 is invertible, Ci1 can be recovered by the
same set of vectors. This shows that C has the d-optimal repair property.
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C. Extension to d-optimal repair property for several values of d simultaneously
Now we give a simple extension of the previous construction to make the code have d-optimal repair property
for several values of d simultaneously. More specifically, give any positive integers n, k,m, d1, d2, . . . , dm such
that k ď d1, . . . , dm ă n, we will show that by replacing s in Construction 7 with the value
s “ lcmpd1 ` 1´ k, d2 ` 1´ k, . . . , dm ` 1´ kq,
we will obtain an pn, k, l “ sn´1q MDS array code C with di-optimal repair property for all i “ 1, . . . ,m
simultaneously.
By the proof of Theorem VII.4, we know that C is an MDS array code. Now we prove that C has di-optimal
repair property for any i P rms.
Theorem XI.6. The code C has di-optimal repair property for any i P rms.
Proof: Given any i P rms, we show that C has di-optimal repair property. Let si “ di ` 1 ´ k. Without loss
of generality, we only prove the case when we use C2, C3, . . . , Cdi`1 to repair C1. (The proof below needs some
slight modifications for the case of repairing Cn, we omit this special case here.) Following exactly the same steps
in the proof of Theorem XI.5, we obtain
»
—————–
I I . . . I
A1 A2 . . . Adi`1
A21 A
2
2 . . . A
2
di`1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Asi´1
1
Asi´1
2
. . . Asi´1di`1
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
»
——–
W1C1
W2C2
.
.
.
Wdi`1Cdi`1
fi
ffiffifl “ 0, (30)
where W1,W2, . . . ,Wdi`1 are some lˆ l invertible matrices. Let C 1i “WiCi. Let c1i,a denote the a-th coordinate
of the column vector C 1i for all a “ 0, . . . , l´ 1. We can write out the parity-check equations (30) coordinatewise:
di`1ÿ
i“1
βi,ai,tc
1
i,api,ai‘tq
“ 0
for all t “ 0,1, . . . , si ´ 1 and a “ 0, . . . , l ´ 1,
(31)
where ‘ denotes addition modulo s, βi,u,0 “ 1 and βi,u,t “
śu‘pt´1q
v“u λi,v for t “ 1, . . . , si ´ 1. Clearly (31)
indicates that for any t “ 0, 1, . . . , s ´ 1, the coordinates tc11,a : ai “ t, t ‘ 1, t ‘ 2 . . . , t ‘ psi ´ 1qu can be
determined by tc1j,a : j “ 2, 3, . . . , di ` 1, ai “ tu. Thus C 11 can be determined by tcj,a : j “ 2, 3, . . . , di ` 1, ai “
0, si, 2si, 3si, . . . , s´ siu. Since si|s, we conclude that C 11 and thus C1 itself can be recovered by downloading a
vector in F l{si from each of the nodes C2, C3, . . . , Cdi`1. This completes the proof.
Corollary XI.7. The pn, k, pn´ kqn´1q MDS array code given by Construction 4 has d-optimal repair property if
pd` 1´ kq|pn´ kq.
XII. CONCLUSION
The main problems related to the construction of high-rate regenerating codes are concerned with finding explicit
(non-probabilistic) code families over a field F of small size, with a small subpacketization value l, optimal access
or repair bandwidth, and optimal error resilience. In this paper we present constructions of such codes over fields of
size proportional to the code length n. The remaining open problems are constructing codes with similar properties
over fields of constant size (independent of n) and with smaller values of l.
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